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ADVICE 


It's Not You
By James M. Lang OCTOBER 23, 2007


When I was an undergraduate, living on the 11th floor of a high-rise dormitory


with five other students, one of my roommates came home one late December


evening and -- in a fit of drunken inspiration -- dragged the dorm Christmas tree


into the elevator and set it up in our room. A very short time later, he decided that


he had made a mistake and wanted to get rid of the evidence.


Instead of lugging the tree back down to the lobby, however, he chose to


dismantle the fake tree, branch by branch, and toss it out the window. At the


time, however, one of the dorm's resident assistants happened to be coming


home from a late evening himself and was almost hit by the tree's metal trunk.


That led authorities pretty directly to our room, but not before my roommate had


the time to plead desperately with all of us to deny everything. We foolishly


acquiesced.


After my roommate finally confessed, the rector called each of us back into his


office to inform us that we would all receive a massive chunk of community-


service hours for the part we had played in covering up the crime.


"You looked me right in the face," I remember him saying, his voice shaking with


emotion, "and lied to me."
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That meeting shook me up. I remember feeling as if I had wronged the rector


personally -- and, in a way, I had. The rector and I had always had a good


relationship before that incident; afterward, I avoided him whenever I could, and


my sense of having screwed up hovered over every encounter we had until I


graduated.


When I became a teacher, and confronted my first student plagiarist, I remember


thinking that I would use the same strategy my rector had used: Whatever


punishment I imposed, I would make sure that the student understood that his


violation of academic honesty was also a violation of our personal relationship.


How effectively I did that, now close to a dozen years later, I honestly don't


remember. But I know that for many years, I continued to look back at my


rector's approach as the model for treating cases of academic dishonesty: Make


certain the student understands the full moral gravity of the offense by laying


down both the punishment and healthy doses of guilt.


I didn't realize how completely I had changed my mind about that until an


assistant professor at my institution told me about a plagiarized paper he had just


discovered, four weeks into his first year on the tenure track. I invited him into my


office to talk about it, and while he spoke he held in his hand both the student's


paper and a printout of the Web site from which the paper was copied, word for


word in some long stretches.


"I've gotten a lot of advice from people already about this," he said, shaking his


head. "But I'm still not sure what to do."


So I offered him the advice I follow myself in plagiarism cases (and which I


dispensed in this space a few years back): Fail the student for the assignment, and


require him to sign our college's plagiarism-settlement form. The student








acknowledges his wrongdoing on the form, and it is filed with the dean of


students. If the student repeats the offense, the existence of that form in his file


leads to more severe punishment, up to expulsion from the college.


Thinking that my colleague was debating between that sort of response and a


more lenient one, I did my best to convince him that all cases of plagiarism


should be documented, to ensure that we are not harboring students who are


violating academic honesty in every course they take.


"Oh no," he said to me, shaking the papers in his hand, "that's not the issue. Of


course I'm going to fail the assignment, and make him sign the form. There's no


question of that. It's just that this assignment isn't worth all that much, and so


failing him for it won't hurt his grade all that much. I'm trying to figure out how I


can ratchet up the punishment."


In that moment, I understood two things: He was angry, as my rector had been


angry and as I used to get angry, at the way a plagiarized paper can feel like a


personal insult; and that, understandable as that anger may be, acting upon it


and showing it to the student are equally bad ideas.


How and why my perspective has changed over the past dozen years is not clear


to me, but it has. So I did my best to see if my colleague could let go of his anger


and view the situation more objectively. Here is what I told him:


That the last thing on the student's mind, when he made the poor decision


to plagiarize, was his personal relationship with you. He did it because he


was lazy, or he was rushed for time, or he felt overwhelmed by the


assignment. He did not do it to send any message to you about your worth as


a teacher, or to test your integrity, or to make your life miserable. He did it


for his own reasons and did not expect to be caught, and hence thought


little, or not at all, about how his actions would affect you.








That the student might have plagiarized because he goes home every day to


a dying mother, or works 40 hours a week, or because he doesn't have the


intellectual aptitude to complete the work. None of those things excuse or


mitigate the offense, but they can explain it. And none of the possible


explanations you might dream up for any given case of plagiarism will have


anything to do with you.


That personalizing the academic dishonesties of our students distorts the


relationship we should have with them. When our spouses lie to us, they do


indeed violate a compact we have made to each other, oftentimes one


formalized in wedding vows. I have not exchanged vows with any of my


students. If I count them as friends (and occasionally I do), I do so with full


awareness that the friendship must remain a very constrained one; I have


power over their grades, after all, and the unequal balance of power in our


relationship makes true friendship a practical impossibility.


When my students violate academic honesty, they are not sinning against me;


they are sinning against the standards of an intellectual community they have


agreed to join. The proper response is to follow the standards that the community


has established for such offenses.


So, no private lectures delivered without a punishment, no slaps on the wrist.


Document the offense, fail the student for that assignment, and/or require


completely new work from the student. Keep it all on the record in the event of


future offenses.


Sure, I still get angry when I discover a plagiarized paper -- I even get angry at


plagiarism cases I hear about secondhand, like my colleague's. If you feel anger,


you feel it. Sometimes that can't be helped. But feel it and let it go. And don't


address student violators with anger.








After all, it's not about you.


I would like to devote a future column to answering the "So What?" question.


Whatever your field, how do you persuade students to care, beyond the threat of a


low grade, about what your course has to offer?


Especially for those of us who teach general-education courses, how do you


demonstrate to students that your course, and even individual classes, will offer


them valuable skills or knowledge, or enrich their lives, or make them more


humane, wise, or talented human beings?


I'm looking especially for techniques that we all might adopt. So send me your


great ideas, but make sure your great idea would find a home in disciplines


outside your own.


James M. Lang is an associate professor of English at Assumption College and


author of Life on the Tenure Track: Lessons From the First Year (Johns Hopkins


University Press, 2005). He writes about teaching in higher education, and his


Web site is http://www.jamesmlang.com. He welcomes reader mail directed to


his attention at [email protected]
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